Long vowels worksheet

Long vowel sounds are among the first reading skills your child will be exposed to in a phonics-based learning program. The association between sounds and spellings can be a difficult concept to grasp at first. It requires children to understand that certain letter combinations can make a vowel short or long (such as "pin" and "pine") and that different
spelling variation can end up making the exact same sound (such as "rain" and "date"). 1 Getty Images Long vowels are those in which the sounds of the letters A, E, I, O, and U match the spoken name of the letter. They are usually taught from preschool through the first grade. Oftentimes, a word with a short vowel is transformed into a long vowel by
placing a silent letter "e" at the end of the word. For example:By adding "e," "mat" becomes "mate."By adding "e," "win" becomes "wine."By adding "e," "hop" becomes "hope."By adding "e," "tub" becomes "tube." One exception is the letter "e," wherein the addition of a silent "e" rule does not apply. There are many similar exceptions that can cause
child confusion when first starting. It requires the teacher to stage the instruction to outline each rule and exception individually. By working closely with the teacher, you, as the parent, can begin helping out at home. 2 Getty Images/Westend61 Vowel teams refer to the use of two consecutive vowels to create a single long vowel sound. The long
vowel sound usually relates to the first vowel in the sequence. For example:Using "ai" to create the word "wait"Using "ea" to create the word "meat"Using "oa" to create the word "boat" When a child starts learning long vowels, the instruction will generally be constrained to one-syllable words. Longer words and more complex rules (such as "I before
E except after C" ) will usually be introduced in second grade or later. 3 Pamela Moore/Getty Images The child will also be taught that the only double vowels used in words are "ee" and "oo." Of these, only "ee" is spoken as a long vowel in words like "sheep," "wheel," "beet," and "bee." By contrast, "oo" is pronounced in many different ways such as
"hoop," "look," "brood," and "boo." 4 Hero Images/Getty Images One of the rules a child may learn when starting out is that vowels can sometimes be long if followed by double consonants. It is a fun rule for kids to test out as they begin to read. For example:The letter "o" followed by "ll" can become "stroll."The letter "i" followed by "nd" can become
"kind." Of course, there are plenty of exceptions to the rule, and that can be part of the fun. By picking out the inconsistencies, children can start to intuitively work out how a word is spoken as they move from reading words to entire sentences. So, even if words like "sing," "long," and "hill" don't adhere to double consonant rules children will quickly
get the hang of it as they become better at working out the sound and context of a word at the same time. If your child is struggling with long vowel sounds, try not to stress about it. Children learn at different rates and will usually catch up if you work them at home. Flashcards are a great and fun way to do this. On the other hand, if your child is
falling behind and you're worried there is a real problem, there are several things you can do: See your pediatrician and get a physical examination, including a vision and hearing test. If there is any indication of hearing impairment, you can see a specialist and explore if there is frequency hearing loss. If you suspect expressive or receptive language
problems, have your child tested by a qualified speech and language pathologist. You can also speak with your child's teacher about screening for learning disabilities or request a referral for a full assessment to determine whether your child may benefit from special education services. Verywell Family uses only high-quality sources, including peerreviewed studies, to support the facts within our articles. Read our editorial process to learn more about how we fact-check and keep our content accurate, reliable, and trustworthy. National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders. Speech and language developmental milestones. The letters A, E, I, O and U are called vowels. These
preschool and kindergarten phonics worksheets introduce students to short and long vowels, vowel blends and digraphs. Sample Kindergarten Vowels Worksheet 1 Define the difference between vowels and consonants. Tell your students that a vowel is a sound made by blowing air out of the mouth without closing your mouth or teeth. Next explain
that a consonant is a sound made by moving part of the mouth, lips, tongue, or teeth. Use examples to illustrate the difference.[1] For example, ask your students to say "e" together. Explain that their mouth, tongue, teeth, and lips did not move. Next ask them to pronounce "b." Ask them what they did with their mouths. They should respond that they
briefly closed their lips. It may take a few tries or lessons before your students understand the concept, especially if they are young. Keep going and provide plenty of different examples. 2 Show the 5 vowel letters in the English language. Write A, E, O, U, and I up on a whiteboard or on a piece of paper. Tell your students that these 5 letters can be
combined to pronounce different sounds.[2] As you show each vowel letter, ask the class or student to repeat after you. This will help teach them how to pronounce each vowel. Keep repeating several times for each vowel, and reinforce the lesson on different days. Advertisement 3 Tell the students that y can sometimes act as a vowel. The letter y can
present a challenge for students learning vowels. Sometimes y is a vowel and sometimes it is a consonant.[3] Y is used as a vowel instead of a long i or long e at the end of words. Boy, pay, fly, busy, many, and my are all good examples of this. Y is a consonant when it comes at the beginning of words, such as yacht, yellow, or yes. While y is most often
found as a vowel at the end of words, some older words are exceptions. This includes myth and hymn. 4 Describe what vowel digraphs and diphthongs are. Vowel digraphs are 2 vowel letters written together. When you pronounce these 2 letters, you make a single vowel sound, called a diphthong. There are 8 diphthongs in the English language, but
there are 18 different digraphs to spell them. The different digraphs are ai, ay, ee, ea, ie, ei, oo, ou, ow, oe, oo, ue, ey, ay, oy, oi, au, and aw. Show each digraph written on a card with a picture of a word that uses that digraph. For example, show "Boy" on a card with a picture of a boy. This can help visual learners grasp the lesson. Digraphs that end
in y or w tend to come at the end of words. Some words have 2 vowels in a row, but these vowels are pronounced separately. These include chaos and violet. Remind your students are not diphthongs because they are not pronounced together as 1 sound. 5 State that every word in the English language contains at least 1 vowel. This is helpful if your
students are learning how to write or spell. Remind them that they always need a vowel if they’re spelling a word.[4] Advertisement 1 Ask the students to repeat the vowel after you. Do 1 vowel at a time. Start by saying the vowel sound. Ask your students to repeat it after you. Do this 2-3 times or more until your students have mastered the sound
before moving onto the next vowel.[5] Speak slowly as you do this. This is especially important for non-native speakers or adult learners who may not be able to tell the difference between vowels. Repeat this exercise over several different lessons on different days to reinforce it. 2 Isolate the vowels in the word. Say a simple, 1 syllable word. Write it
down in front of the students. Ask your students to say only the vowel in the word. Remind them not to use any consonants.[6] For example, say the word "cat." Ask your students to say the vowel in the word, which is a short a. It may take students a few tries before they start doing it on their own. If they’re struggling, help them out by sounding out
the word. It’s important to both write and say the word so that your students start to connect the letter to the sound. 3 Share examples of short vowels. Short vowels typically appear at the beginning of words or sometimes in the middle. Give your students words that contain short vowels to help them recognize how they sound. Some great examples
include:[7] Short a: map, pal, cat, dad Short i: pin, mint, still, fill Short o: con, lot, dot, hop Short u: pun, nut, bun, hub Short e: pen, let, get, send 4 Introduce long vowels once they have mastered short ones. To help students remember the difference, tell them that a long vowel states its name. In other words, a long a is pronounced like the letter a, as
in lake or tape. Some examples you can use include:[8] Long a: bake, fake, date, state Long i: fine, mine, shine Long o: rope, dote, note Long u: mute, cute, rude, dune Long e: me, he, she, theme 5 State that a "silent" e at the end of a word makes the previous vowel long. Students may struggle with the difference between words like rat and rate or
hop and hope. Make sure they understand that an e at the end of a word means that the first vowel before it becomes long.[9] Use examples like hat and hate, cap and cape, dot and dote, and ball and bale. Once the students understand the concept, try giving them the words that don’t end in e, like tap, bat, and far. Ask them how it would be
pronounced if you added an e at the end. 6 Introduce diphthongs 1 at a time. Since there are so many diphthongs and digraphs, it is best is to teach them separately. Organize diphthongs that sound alike together, and teach them in groups. Teach each group of diphthongs on different days. Show your student examples of the correct usage in each
case. For example, teach oi and oy together. Remind your students that oy is often used at the end of words while oi appears in the middle of words. Use examples like toil and toy or coin and coy to show the difference between these 2 digraphs. For diphthongs that sound the same, use words and pictures to show their proper usage. For example,
help students memorize the difference between meat and meet or read and reed. Advertisement 1 Practice using vowel flash cards. Each card might show a word with the vowel highlighted. Ask the student to say the vowel and then see if they can read the whole word. If they are struggling, ask them to sound out each letter in the word.[10] Make
your own flash cards by writing down words on note cards. Make sure to use both simple vowels, such as cat and dad, and vowel digraphs, like neat and read. Add pictures to the flashcard to help students remember vocabulary. You can also buy flashcards at bookstores or anywhere school supplies are sold. Ask students to practice flash cards in
groups. If you have a mixed class, be sure to put non-native speakers in groups with native speakers to help them learn more quickly. 2 Record students pronouncing each vowel. Use a phone, computer, or tape recorder. Afterwards, let the student listen to how they sound. If they are struggling, state the correct way to pronounce the vowel and
record them again.[11] For non-native English speakers, let them listen to a recording of a native speaker before listening to their own recording. Ask them what they notice between the native speaker’s vowels and their own. 3 Ask young students to play a phonics game on a computer or tablet. These games make learning fun! The program may ask
students to recognize the right vowel or to match vowels with similar sounds. Some great games include:[12] Phonics Hero Phonics Bloom Hooked on Phonics Reading Rockets 4 Show the students a vowel chart. A vowel chart groups words according to their vowel sounds. Words with similar vowel sounds are put together in the chart. These words
are generally simple words with only 1 or 2 syllables. Find a premade chart online or make your own.[13] Better yet, ask the students to make their own chart. Give them several words with different vowel sounds. Ask the students to organize the words by their vowel sounds. 5 Sing songs to help non-native speakers learn pronunciation. Songs often
require that the singer lengthen the vowels as they sing. If you’re teaching an ESL class, singing can help your students master their pronunciation. Some great songs for this exercise include:[14] Old MacDonald Row, Row, Row Your Boat Where is Short E? Apples and Bananas Advertisement Add New Question Question When is "y" treated as a
vowel? If Y serves as the only letter that sounds like a vowel in the syllable, then it is treated like a vowel. For example, the Y in xylophone, sounds like I, so it works as a vowel. Ask a Question Advertisement Thanks! Advertisement This article was co-authored by Alexander Peterman, MA. Alexander Peterman is a Private Tutor in Florida. He received
his MA in Education from the University of Florida in 2017. This article has been viewed 56,127 times. Co-authors: 11 Updated: February 22, 2022 Views: 56,127 Categories: Pronunciation Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 56,127 times. "This was really good." Share your story
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